The Carl-Oskar is one of Human Care’s best known and top-selling rollators worldwide. It is a safe, reliable and versatile rollator that is available in four different widths. The Carl-Oskar features extra large 30cm/11” wheels for added stability.

One of its key features is the flexibility of the frame which allows it to be stable even on rough or uneven surfaces making it ideal for rural areas. The Carl-Oskar is also easy to maneuver and has ergonomic handles for a stable and comfortable grip.

The Carl-Oskar is also available as a reinforced model with a maximum weight capacity of 275 kg/606.3 lbs or with air tires as a special order. The Carl-Oskar is shown with the backrest and basket.

Ergonomic, adjustable handles

In order to offer you the best ergonomics, the handles feature an ergonomic design that ensures even distribution of weight for a stable, comfortable grip. In addition the handles are angle-adjustable, so that you can find the optimal position for your hands.

Outstanding stability

The large stable wheels allow the rollator to roll very easily yet remain stable on virtually any surface. The flexible and reactive frame makes the Carl-Oskar an ideal option for rural areas, even on snowy surfaces. This makes the rollator one of the most versatile rollators on the market.

Easy to fold and store

The Carl-Oskar rollator folds very easy from side to side and can stand securely and independently when folded. The rollator also takes little space when folded and is very practical to transport.